Behind the Scenes with CRA
I'll admit it upfront: I'm a major fan of
IMAX Theatre films and I'd probably watch reruns of Petticoat Junction or even something
as hideous as John Tesh or Michael Bolton if
they played out on a screen the size of the old
drive-ins of my youth. Because that's exactly
how great the impact of IMAX is to even the
most jaded viewer.
The IMAX Theatre was great when first
introduced some 25 years ago but has evolved
into the premier format for theater viewing over
the last decade as film production technology
improved, sound reproduction jumped into
hyperspace, and the variety of titles resulted in a
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the best underwater documentaries ever
produced in the modern era. That's high praise
but it is well earned and solidly deserving of the
accolades coming its way.
I saw the director's rough cut in June at the
Boston IMAX Omni Theatre along with five of
my staff. Since we're all professional divers it
would have been easy for us to be dismissive if
the script or images didn't measure up... but we
were all blown away. Not only is the film a
wonderful visual experience, even the sound
track is great featuring a plethora of tracks by
Crosby, Stills & Nash. Settling back into the
reclining plush seats as the giant film unfolded

Since we're all professional divers it would have been
easy for us to be dismissive if the script or images
didn't measure up... but we were all blown away.
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above and around us was about as nice a way
to spend an hour that we could think of... short
of actually diving.
The film has a strong conservation and
ecology message and it conveys the urgency of
reef preservation without being overly strident. It's
a film for all audiences to enjoy but divers will feel
a particular bond with the subject material.
Watch for notices of when Coral Reef
Adventure will be showing in a local IMAX
theatre near you. Get some friends together and
check it out. We think you'll enjoy it as much as
we did. For now, enjoy a bit of the "back story"
that follows and the great behind-the-scenes
photos that will whet your appetite.
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library of subjects that would attract and please
just about every interest. The IMAX Theatre
portfolio revitalized the interest in natural history
and documentary films and budgets for the
handful of skilled filmmakers soared.
I've even had the chance to attend the
location shoot for Howard Hall's brilliant work
Island of the Sharks. There's nothing quite like
looking over the shoulder of the man with the
camera at 120 feet on a seamount at Cocos
Island while hundreds of schooling
hammerheads pass overhead. I didn't think that
experience could be brought to the public in all
its glory until I watched it on a 70-foot screen in
Houston's IMAX theatre. And, yeah, short of
getting wet, it's about as close to real as most
people may want to get.
So when I got the invitation to attend an
advance screening of Coral Reef Adventure, I
jumped in right away. This film is the latest
release from the studio of IMAX Theatre film
master Greg MacGillivray (see interview this
issue) and for the first time showcases Howard
and Michele Hall as the on-camera stars, instead
of as director and producer. It's a match made in
film heaven as it seamlessly melds the honed
skills of MacGillivray with the stellar underwater
talents of the Halls to yield what may be one of
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dead. And bleaching is only one part of the
problem. They learned that adding further stress to
the reefs are sediments from logging and agriculture
that are literally choking the sensitive corals, and
overfishing by foreign fleets, sometimes using
techniques which kill everything, not just edible
fish. As Richard Pyle explains: "Amazingly, the corals
can often fight off one threat, but three at a time is
more than even they can handle."

Fiji also became the razor’s edge for the crew
as they dove frequently beyond 200 feet in what
Pyle has dubbed "the twilight zone." He believes
that millions of new species remain to be
discovered there and is leading the charge. "We
can't know if something is extinct if we never
knew it existed in the first place," says Pyle. "It is
only by understanding all parts of the reef and
how they work together that we can ever fully
understand it at all."
Collecting reef fish at 300 feet is one thing.
Filming that deep with a camera the size of a
leatherback turtle presented a new set of challenges.
"This film is one of the most technically
complex underwater films ever made," Howard said.
"Taking a 250-pound IMAX camera, along with lights
and other necessary equipment, to depths of 350
feet pushed the envelope way beyond the usual
difficulties. It was some of the most strenuous and
demanding filming I've ever been involved with. But
it is also this technology that makes it possible to
truly show how marvelous the reefs are and to reveal
how very much we stand to lose without them."
Despite frequent equipment failures and
occasional flooded cameras, all went reasonably
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souls. Plus, altogether millions more don’t know a
snorkel from a pickle. However, they can be
enlightened. And then they can join us as
advocates for a clean and healthy ocean.
The story of our coral reefs and how they've
come to face worldwide decline is pretty hard to
ignore when you’re staring at a movie screen that
stands seven stories tall. But it’s not just the size of
the screen or the problems we’re facing, it’s also the

Coral Reef Adventure follows the real-life
expedition of two ocean explorers and
underwater filmmakers, Howard and Michele
Hall, on an unprecedented journey to
document the beauty and health of the South
Pacific’s coral reefs. On their journey from
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef to the majestic
islands of Fiji and Tahiti and the mysterious
Rangiroa atoll, the Halls meet with scientists
and naturalists such as famed ocean explorer
Jean-Michel Cousteau and deep reef
ichthyologist Richard Pyle who are all part
of a growing global effort to build greater
awareness and hope for these fragile and
essential ecosystems.

Michele Hall
gets some free
dental work
from the
efforts of an
industrious
cleaner
shrimp in Fiji
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Fijian village ceremony
welcoming IMAX crew

fantastic voyage of discovery to the South Pacific's
most dynamic reefs, told by Howard and Michele
Hall, that makes Coral Reef Adventure a landmark
achievement. After all, if the story isn’t compelling,
it ain’t worth watching. That’s why they used
innovative and groundbreaking techniques and
dove to almost 400 feet using rebreathers to hunt
for new species of life and go where no IMAX
camera had gone before. My friends, that’s a story.
Coral reefs have been compared to rainforests
in that they hold the greatest diversity of life on
the planet. However, to give you an idea of how
much water this globe really contains, reefs only
make up one percent of the ocean. Experts
estimate that more than 350 million people
depend on reefs for food and survival while
medicines derived from reef species treat heart
disease and cancers, among other illnesses. Not to
mention the multi-billion dollar tourist economy.
On their trek, the Halls tracked down some
intriguing folks, like Rusi Vulakoro, a native Fijian
distressed at watching his once beloved childhood
reefs turn into empty ghost towns. They met a team
of Reef Check volunteers in Tahiti who are learning
how to monitor and protect their own local reefs.
Reef Check, a non-profit organization dedicated to
globally monitoring coral reefs and finding
sustainable solutions for reversing their decline, is
spreading this knowledge to its partners throughout
the world. According to Reef Check and the United
Nations' Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network, 10
percent of the world's reefs died in the past four
years, and nearly a quarter are suffering. More than
half of the remaining reefs are seriously threatened,
and scientists estimate that if today's trends
continue, corals may vanish entirely within the next
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Local Fijian checks
out the camera

40 years. When I think that my first dive was exactly
40 years ago, those numbers are downright scary.
The Halls also traveled with deep-reef
ichthyologist Richard Pyle who, for several years,
has been using his rebreather to dive in the 300-to500-foot range and discover new species as fast as I
nab Oreos from the pantry. The IMAX camera was
tested and so were the filmmakers but their
discoveries came through on film.
While most land surfaces on earth have been
extensively mapped and explored, only 10 percent
of the known reefs in the Pacific Ocean have even
been visited by scientists. Hoping to bring viewers
the same authentic feelings of diving, the film crew
spent 400 hours underwater, eight of them in front
of a goby hole, waiting for the tiny fish and its
shrimp partner to perform. Michele volunteered to
let a cleaner shrimp crawl into her mouth for a
teeth-cleaning and she interacted with a banded
sea snake ten-times more venomous than a cobra.
After traveling two thousand miles away to Fiji,
the Halls reunited with their friend Rusi Vulakoro,
who offered a whale's tooth to his village elders in a
ceremony to obtain permission for them to dive the
local reefs. In accordance with Fijian culture, which
has long focused its fairy tales and myths on the
sea, access to Fiji's reefs is controlled by local
chieftains. The Halls found parts of Rusi's reef eerily
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At Fathoms, we have a feel-good mission: to
focus on the fun and adventure of diving. Sure, we
know there’s a lot of bad out there: over-fishing,
pollution, coral reefs in peril and we’re doing our
part to keep our oceans divable. Fortunately, there
are countless good people and organizations
fighting for our water planet. That is the essence of
the new IMAX Theatre film, Coral Reef Adventure. It’s
why we’ve devoted a large part of this issue to
covering the film and the people who’ve worked so
hard to bring it to the public. It’s like this, all the
diving magazines collectively only reach about a
half million people. And, all of us are divers who
are already aware of the pressures our oceans are
under (no pun intended). But there are literally
millions and millions of humans all over the
globe, who will never don a scuba tank, poor
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Michele Hall and Tracey Medway
with Australian Potato Cod
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audiences get a chance to witness both the
thrill of discovery and the challenges we faced in
capturing these images."

Deep Filmmaking
Challenges and Dangers

Principal Photography:
May 2000 - May 2002
Formats:
Coral Reef Adventure was shot in
15/70 full-frame large-format film
Locations:
Great Barrier Reef (Australia); Gav, Tavarua
(Fiji); Moorea, Bora Bora, Tahiti, Rangiroa
(French Polynesia)

pressure. Despite their innovations, they still ran
into glitches. The smaller IMAX camera had trouble
handling the pressure below 300 feet - its motor
literally couldn’t push the film through the dense air
pressure inside the housing. Camera leaks were also
common. On the final deep dive, Howard heard his
camera's leak detector alarm go off at 300 feet.
Knowing that a leak could flood the IMAX camera
completely, causing it to sink into the abyss with no
hope of rescue, Howard hesitated. But only for a
moment. Determined to get the shots, he raced to
shoot five quick scenes before the housing flooded
beyond repair. In the end, astonishingly, the camera
had taken on only a cup of water and the film was
intact. While most of the challenging sequences
took place underwater, Howard also involved
another of his other great passions: cross-country
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well until one dive when Howard got bent on a 350foot trimix dive. With no other choices, he did an
eight-hours in-water decompression then rushed to
the town of Suva where he spent 18 hours in Fiji's
only hyperbaric chamber (read more details in the
Howard Hall mini-interview later in this article). The
incident shut the expedition down for weeks. But
Howard returned to the film more committed than
ever, diving back to 370 feet - a new record using an
IMAX camera in the open ocean – and capturing
Pyle's discovery of a new fish species previously
unknown to science.
After Fiji, their final destination was French
Polynesia and the deep underwater canyons off
Rangiroa atoll where they searched for giant
schools of sharks that were said to roam there.
An impressive 90 percent of Rangiroa's reefs are
flourishing, all except for the few that are close to
human populations, showing how the reefs' fate
is tied to human presence. After weeks of
searching, Howard and the film crew finally
located a school of more than three hundred
sharks in an apparent mating ritual.
"Making this film was a true adventure," says
Michele Hall. "There were some gut-wrenching
moments along the way but the result is some of
our most spectacular footage. Our dive team as a
whole logged 2,421 dives and 2,800 hours in the
water, and over 100 miles of 70mm film was shot
above and underwater, a new record for an IMAX
theatre film. And what's fun about the film is that

Films Facts

At 350 feet, ambient pressure is nearly eleven
times greater than at sea level. At these depths, the
challenges included frequent dive computer failures,
flooded cameras and imploding underwater lights.
Some of the most baffling problems and ingenious
solutions during the production involved the
underwater camera system itself. The crew used two
primary camera systems - one weighing 100 pounds,
the other around 250. Just keeping the camera from
being crushed like a paper cup was a serious issue
facing the crew. The proprietary camera housings
were only rated to 140 feet, so Howard had to devise
an alternative. He and his team modified the
housings with a pressure regulator and cylinders,
creating a housing that was pressurized at ambient
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On the deep wall in
Fiji below 300 ft.
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Setting up the
shot aboard
Undersea Hunter
in Tahiti
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FM: This film required you to dive deeper than
you had ever done previously. What steps were

Howard Hall with
IMAX camera

taken to prepare you for working below 250 feet
for the first time?
HH: Prior to making Coral Reef Adventure I had never
been below 250 feet. I had been to exactly 250 feet
dozens of times, but always set that depth as a
max for me. Many times, however, I looked down
the wall from 250 feet and could hardly resist the
temptation to go further. When Greg said he
planned to call his new film Coral Reef Adventure, I
realized this was an opportunity to yield to the
temptation. I was aware of the pioneering work
Richard Pyle was doing searching for new species
inhabiting the coral reefs in the "twilight zone" and
couldn't think of anything more exciting than
following him down there with a camera. If Greg
wanted the film to be an adventure, then I wanted
the adventure to be the real thing. Diving to nearly
400 feet to film Richard capturing creatures never
seen by humans before would qualify. Going deep,
especially with two massive IMAX camera systems
would push me and my crew to the limit. Having
decided we were going to attempt this, I wanted to
do it the safest way possible. We decided to start
with instruction and called Richard for his
suggestion. Crew members Dave Forsyth, Mark
Thurlow, Bob Cranston, and I went to Hawaii to
take a trimix rebreather course. A local
professional instructor would head up the course

FM: In spite of good training and years of practical
experience, you suffered a bends hit following one
of the deepest dives. Looking back in analysis, can
you point to the cause of the hit?
HH: I did get hit and pretty hard. I was seized
with terrible abdominal pain spreading into my
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was, the underwater sequences provided some of
the biggest challenges of our careers."
Howard recalls the very last day of shooting,
off Rangiroa Atoll: "On our last dive of the shoot,
conditions were about as bad as we had ever seen
them. Rough seas would make launching, landing
and loading the camera difficult if not dangerous,
but no one wanted to end the expedition on an
abort. So we continued. Later, I heard the whoops
and celebration over the intercom when I sent the
camera up for the last time. Then I suggested that
anyone who wanted to make a final dive should
come on down. Everyone not already in the water
made the dive. Well, I thought to myself. That's
the end. That clinches it. My extraordinary Coral
Reef Adventure was over."

FM: You've been a proponent of rebreathers for your
work for some time. Did the rebreathers prove as
valuable in your deep work as you expected?
HH: Rebreathers seem like the only way to go for
deep dives. The best thing about them is they free
you of all the time pressure caused by limited gas
supplies. With the rebreather you have all the time
in the world. Of course, we carried and staged
enough bailout to get us to the surface in case of
CCR failure. But in over twenty deep dives, we never
resorted to bailout. The rebreathers worked well
and the occasional minor glitch didn't require going
to bailout. I went over 370 feet and my Biomarine
rebreather was as comfortable and reliable to
breath at this depth as it was in sixty feet.

Michele Hall
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First time a diver has taken an IMAX
camera down to 370 feet in open ocean.
106 miles of 15/70 film was shot – more
than any other IMAX theatre film. 2421
dives and 2810 hours of underwater time
were logged – more than any other IMAX
theatre documentary. Five new fish species
were discovered in Fiji during filmmaking.
At $10 million, the most expensive
MacGillivray Freeman Film to date.

Howard Hall is both a contributor and past
interview subject for Fathoms. Since Coral Reef
Adventure is essentially a documentary about his
personal search for conservation enlightenment,
Bret Gilliam tracked him down for a quick Q&A on
his experience with some of the more challenging
aspects of bringing this story to the big screen.

back during a 50-foot decompression stop. I
immediately turned and dropped back down. The
pain vanished at 70 feet. I resumed a modified
decompression schedule at 100 feet. I was
symptom-free by the time I got to the surface.
Several hours later I noticed some numbness in
my right leg. I did another in-water treatment
and followed that up with four chamber
treatments. During this process the symptoms
gradually went away.
I probably made numerous minor mistakes
that resulted in the bends hit. I attempted a
difficult and physically tiring shot filming divers
swimming toward me as I swam backwards with
the IMAX camera at 360 feet. This got me huffing
and puffing more than is safe. I also forgot to
switch my PO2 level after reaching the bottom. On
our first few dives we started at .7 PO2 to avoid
spiking O2 levels during rapid descent. Then after
reaching the bottom we switched up to 1.3 PO2.
We later found a way to avoid making this switch.
Anyway on this dive I forgot to make the switch
until fourteen minutes into the dive. Later analysis
determined this resulted in my skipping eight
minutes of decompression between the bottom
and the 50-foot stop. Over a three-hour
decompression schedule, this isn't much, but it
was probably significant. I also probably came up
from 350 feet to 180 feet faster than I should have,
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hang-gliding. This too involved an unprecedented
achievement: mounting an IMAX camera on a
specially built oversized glider in order to capture
Howard's POV as he soars over the snow-capped
Eastern Sierra. Professional hang-gliding pilot John
Heiney was brought in to mastermind the design of
the glider and mount. Additional footage was shot
by towing the heavier than usual hang-glider into
the air with ultra-light planes.
It may have been out of the water, but Michele
Hall says: "The resulting footage is breathtaking.
Still, as challenging as the hang-gliding sequence

and Richard would do some lecturing and
accompany us on the dives. The course was
helpful. We were most interested in the protocols
they used for these kinds of dives, things like
bailout, decompression algorithms, miscellaneous
gear solutions. It was a good way to start.
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Peter Kragh and Bob Cranston,
setting up the IMAX shot in Fiji

Howard Hall CRA Profile
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Howard Hall takes the IMAX
camera aloft over Moorea’s reefs,
via custom Ultra-Light aircraft

FM: What attempts were made for treatment in
the field?
HH: I'm a strong believer in in-water
recompression therapy, especially if far from the
nearest chamber. After I noticed leg numbness
coming on, I went back in the water and followed
the Australian method of going to 25 feet on pure
O2, staying between 30 minutes and an hour and
then ascending at one foot each for four minutes.
This treatment certainly arrested the progression
of the symptoms. One mistake we made was
making this deep dive on the last day of an
expedition. This mistake was huge. After finishing
our last dive, we pulled anchor and broke down all
our gear. I felt fine during this whole process. After
we finished work, I began having symptoms. We
then had to return to the reef and put all our gear
back together. This delayed me getting back into
the water for a couple hours. During this time, I
breathed pure O2, but I would have been much
better off getting back down immediately.
FM: Ultimately you decided to seek further
treatment from the chamber in Suva (Fiji). In
retrospect, do you think this was necessary or
was it a safeguard?
HH: It's impossible to say exactly what
happened to me. I suspect any bubbles that had
formed during my 50-foot decompression stop,
were long gone after the in-water treatment later
that day. I also suspect the nerves were bruised
from the bubble formation and this caused the
numbness as tissues became inflamed and
swollen. This nerve damage may have been
helped by the high PO2 in the chamber or maybe
I would have gotten better without it. I'll never
know. Still, the chamber treatment was
unquestionably the right thing to do.
FM: There's nothing nice about a bends hit. Did you
consider ceasing diving for a while in spite of the
pressures to finish the film project?
HH: Of course, many things go through your
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though at the time I was crawling. We did deep
stops, but should have slowed our ascent between
the stops to less than 30-feet per minute. I
probably came up faster than that.
Finally, I think I was unlucky. Unfortunately,
on deep trimix dives you can just get unlucky. I
did another 15 dives below 300 feet afterwards
with no problem.

FM: Michele is a trained, experienced nurse. How
did she feel about your decision to continue?
HH: Michele was completely realistic. She
soaked up every drop of information from DAN
and the doctors in Suva. She didn't develop an
opinion until all the facts were in. That lead to
the simple conclusion that I could begin diving a
month after being symptom free. I'm sure she
worried during the long decompressions
following each of our deep dives afterwards, but
she kept it to herself.
FM: What would you do differently if
circumstances were to repeat in a remote
location?
HH: I think a bends hit on a series of trimix dives
below 360 feet is more probable than not. You
have to assume it's going to happen. After doing a
better job at avoiding the hit by using checklists,
slower ascents, etc., I would avoid any other diving
on the same day after a deep dive. Most
importantly, I would make sure the boat is on
location and gear is totally ready to get a diver
back in the water for in-water treatment
immediately. This means not diving deep on the

Produced By: MacGillivray Freeman Films.
Major funding provided by the National
Science Foundation and MacGillivray
Freeman Films. In association with Museum
of Science, Boston, Lowell, Blake and
Associates, National Wildlife Federation
and Reef Check. In promotional
partnership with Smithsonian Magazine,
SCUBAPRO/UWATEC (A Johnson Outdoors
Company) and Quiksilver.

loved the deep diving and watching Richard Pyle do
his thing. It's also very inspiring working for Greg
MacGillivray. He's a more talented artist than I am
and I always learn a great deal about filmmaking
while watching him work.
FM: I understand that you and Michele are
currently weighing your options for your next film
project. Can you elaborate?
HH: Michele and I have been enormously
fortunate to have been given the opportunity to
participate in the making of so many IMAX theatre
films during the last ten years. I'd love for the
string of good luck to continue, but doubt that it
will. I suspect our next film will be for television.
We've been offered a great opportunity to make a
television series in high definition video for PBS.
We'll probably pursue that. We've also heavily
invested in HD equipment during the last couple

FM: You've done other IMAX film work with
MacGillivray before, including the diving scenes
in Palau featured in The Living Sea. Tell us how
you hooked up with Greg and what the early work
was like.
HH: A few weeks after accepting a contract to
direct Into the Deep, I received a call to be
underwater Director of Photography on The Living
Sea. Prior to both of these incidents I had never
worked in IMAX. I never learned why Greg
MacGillivray decided I was the guy for the job. I
should ask him someday. (Editor’s Note: Howard,
read Greg’s interview. He explains it all.) Anyway,
my first experience with the IMAX format was
working for Greg in Palau. I had no idea what I was
doing and so simply decided that one camera was
like any other - set the focus, set the aperture,
point it at something interesting and hold it still.
IMAX is just a bigger box. As I learned more about
the format, I discovered it wasn't quite this simple.
Fortunately, the IMAX housing we were using for
The Living Sea was so primitive, you could do little
more than point and shoot. The housing
limitations concealed my lack of creativity due to
inexperience. Using this housing inspired me to
build our own housing for an IMAX Mark II camera.
This housing gave us much greater versatility
when we made Island of the Sharks and later Coral
Reef Adventure. Despite the inadequacy of the
housing we used during The Living Sea, we got
some great footage. Greg was great fun to work
with. Always patient, low-key, but driven to get the
best image possible no matter how long or how
much money and effort it took. He was equally
uncompromising when it came to getting great
images for Coral Reef Adventure.
FM: Sum up Coral Reef Adventure in one sentence.
Why should someone go see this film instead of the
next Austin Powers movie?
HH: Coral Reef Adventure is about the most beautiful
ecosystem in the world and the pressures that
threaten to make this ecosystem disappear. People
who engage in personal methane gas ignition will
probably enjoy Austin Powers more.
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head. Just after the hit I was most concerned with
getting to the surface alive. When you're doubled
over with pain at 50 feet, the surface looks a very
long way away! Again, having a rebreather with
the huge bottom-time capacity was very
comforting at that time. I could and did stay
down a really long time breathing pure O2 during
my ascent. After I got to the surface where I was
initially symptom free, I immediately went into
denial. It takes more guts to admit something life
threatening has happened to you than it does to
deny it. I was completely gutless. I did my best to
convince myself that it must have been
indigestion. I didn't want to think or talk about it.
I actually made two additional short shallow
dives later that afternoon. Completely stupid,
total denial. After the numbness showed up that
afternoon, I worried mostly about finishing the
film. I knew the symptoms weren't life
threatening, but also knew my diving career was
in jeopardy. I felt like I had let Greg and my crew
down. It felt terrible. When the symptoms were
gone, the advisors at DAN said I should take a
month off. I did that and was very eager to get
back in the water.

Films Facts

Schooling sharks
in Rangiroa

FM: How would you rate this film compared to
others you've been involved with?
HH: This film is very different than other films we've
done since the emphasis is on people more than
the wildlife. I love working with wildlife and making
films that don't feature people allows me to
concentrate on that completely. Having said that, I
enjoyed the experience doing Coral Reef Adventure. I

of years and we need to begin amortizing those
costs. If we do the television series, there will
sometimes be room on the boat for other divers. If
people check our website, howardhall.com, they
can see when and where we're going.
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FM: You and Michele are making appearances at
many of the film openings at IMAX theatres around
the country. Do you like this type of promotion?
HH: On the whole, it's a positive experience, but
that depends largely on the crowd. It's great fun
showing our films to divers. It's less so showing
them to non-divers who have no clue what went
into making them.
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last day of an expedition and not changing
locations for twelve hours after a deep dive.
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Howard Hall, equipped with
closed circuit rebreather,
handles the IMAX camera
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Credits: Greg MacGillivray, Producer/Director
Alec Lorimore, Producer | Writers: Osha Gray
Davidson and Stephen Judson | Editor:
Stephen Judson | Composer: Steve Wood |
Charlton Reynders, Executive Producer |
Christopher Palmer, Executive Producer |
Howard Hall, Director of Underwater Photography | Michele Hall, Line Producer | Brad
Ohlund, Director of Topside Photography

pushing the barriers of human exploration further
and further. He has proven himself incorrigible in
his desire to see as many deep reefs as possible.
Even after he developed a severe case of
decompression sickness in 1986, Pyle refused to
give up his work. He spent months regaining the
use of his legs, and doctors advised Pyle to give up
diving for life, but he could not imagine leaving the
reefs behind. Since then, Pyle has had a number of
close calls, including two near-misses with the
bends, but he continues to persevere, considering
it all a part of his life's passion.
"I just love making discoveries," he admits.
Pyle has identified dozens of species so new to
science that no one has ever seen or described
them before. During the production of Coral Reef
Adventure, he learned to mix his science with a

fish into the net," he recalls.
Pyle worries that time is running out for coral
reef research like his own. "My greatest fear is
that we'll wipe out whole habitats before we have
the chance to understand them," he comments. It
was this concern that drove his desire to
participate in Coral Reef Adventure.
Pyle also channels his love for the ocean and
his fascination with its creatures into his work as
Advisor to the All Species Foundation, an
historic effort by the world's leading biologists to
catalogue all living species by 2025. The new
species he discovered while making Coral Reef
Adventure will join the exciting list. "This is one
of the grandest and most important scientific

Pyle, the ichthyologist
at work on location

efforts of the past century," he says. "Considering
that we may know only as little as two percent of
the species sharing this planet with us, every new
discovery changes the way we view our world."
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Richard Pyle is an ichthyologist, an academic
expert on fishes, his laboratory is the ocean. He
has developed a reputation for boldly going
where few humans have gone before to uncover
the mysteries of the deepest coral reefs.
"Exploring coral reefs in search of unknown
species is, and always will be, my life's passion,"
says Pyle. "To me, it is as essential as breathing.
The thrill of finding new things has led me deeper
and deeper where there are many thousands of
species waiting to be discovered. So many, in fact,
that our rate of discovery is about seven new
species of fishes per hour at these depths! To be
part of bringing back new discoveries for science
is a joy I simply cannot describe."
Over the last 20 years, Pyle has logged
hundreds of deep-water dives all over the world,

little art, as he was followed by divers with IMAX
cameras. When he spotted what he suspected
might be a new fish species, he had to convince
the creature to "perform" on camera. "I couldn't
help thinking about how precious IMAX film is one three-minute sequence uses $3,000 worth of
film - as I tried to gracefully finesse a stubborn

Mark Conlin
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FM: We've been proud to feature your great
underwater images before in Fathoms and we see
that you're the expedition photographer for Coral
Reef Adventure. How did that come to be?
MC: Greg hired me as an assistant cameraman on
Howard's recommendation. So, I struck a deal to

FM: What was the most challenging part of Coral
Reef Adventure?
MC: The deep dives were, by far, the most
challenging. The amount of logistics associated
with taking three divers and an IMAX camera to
350 feet was enormous. Many days were spent in
pre-production, and all for one, three-minute roll of
film a day. And, most days when the divers
reached 350 feet with the camera, Howard would
push the button and the camera would
malfunction. The divers still had four hours of
decompression ahead of them, whether the

FM: How did you start in underwater photography
and when?
MC: In 1983 I was working as a marine biologist at
the Channel Islands National Park, and my first
underwater camera was on a grid. We had an old
Nikonos mounted on a huge PVC quadrant that
was four feet tall. It was the world's largest
extension tube. After hours, I would swim around
with this contraption and terrify one kelp forest
fish after another.
FM: Describe what a typical day of work was like
on Coral Reef Adventure.
MC: The mornings would start with a production
meeting that outlined what Howard wanted to
accomplish that day. We would load up the two
skiffs, one with the dive team and one with the
camera team. The skiffs were self-contained, with
enough film and batteries to reload the camera
without having to return to the mother ship, the
Undersea Hunter. Howard is the king of
perseverance. We would stick to one subject until
it had been filmed from every angle. That could
take from one day to many days. These regular
underwater shooting days were broken up with
topside filming of Michele and Howard, and aerial
filming from the ultralight.

Expedition vessel,
Undersea Hunter
with Ultra-Light

FM: What upcoming work have you got going?
MC: I just returned from shooting white sharks at
Guadalupe Island, and I am looking forward to
spending an extended trip there next season.
FM: How can readers see more of your work?
MC: I have a piece coming out in Ranger Rick
magazine and my website (www.markconlin.com)
has a searchable database of my latest images.
FM: What are you using now for camera systems?
MC: I shoot Nikon cameras in Nexus housings,
with Sea&Sea strobes.
FM: Is digital something you have incorporated
into your arsenal yet?
MC: I shoot film, since that's what my clients
require, but digital will be forced upon us as it
becomes more and more difficult to travel
internationally with film.
FM: You have one choice for your dream
assignment?
MC: I would love to spend a summer in SE Alaska
and British Columbia. There are so many wildlife
possibilities underwater, as well as above water. I
am fascinated by the salmon's struggle and the
wildness of the place.
FM: What's your favorite dive magazine?
MC: I guess you are kidding about this one.

camera worked or not. Howard, Bob Cranston,
and Mark Thurlow really persevered to bring back
the deep scenes you will see in the film.
FM: How did you like the extensive stays at all
the places you guys visited?
MC: We did have the luxury of time. Howard loves
to spend a long time in one location. After days
or weeks, you begin to get a feeling about a place

Release Date:
February 2003. Will be distributed to
over 100 IMAX Theatres and other largeformat cinemas in over 20 countries in
the months of February to July 2003, and
in an additional 30 - 50 theatres
thereafter. Anticipated viewership is 15 20 million in large-format and 25 - 50
million more on video and TV.
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FM: How did you originally meet Howard and
Michele?
MC: I was working at a little hole-in-the-wall photo
lab in San Diego, and in walked Howard Hall, my
hero and mentor. From that moment on, I was
convinced Howard's career did not have a chance of
succeeding without my help. So, I wrote him letters,
called him on the phone, and went by his house at
all hours. It was pathetic. Ignorance truly is bliss in
the early stages. He needed me, like a pig needs
wings. I think he finally hired me because if I was
going to stalk him, at least this way he could keep
an eye on me. I was a decent diver with a marine
biology background, and Howard provided all the
trial-by-fire film production experience.

FM: Other than what you've already mentioned,
what other projects have you worked on
together?
MC: I have worked on all of Howard's films,
starting with Seasons in the Sea, up to Coral Reef
Adventure.

Mark Conlin

Bob Cranston

Mark Conlin,
expedition
photographer

shoot stills in my spare time. The only problem
with that scenario, is that I ended up not having
any spare time. Howard very generously turned a
blind eye, so I could sneak off every once in a
while to shoot the coral reef images I would need
later for promotion.

FM: Since Michele Hall is also a gifted
underwater still photographer, how did it work
out that they decided to carry you along as well?
MC: The film is very much about Michele and
Howard, as well as coral reefs. Michele was
usually on camera, above and below the water.
When she was busy, I could photograph her at
work, and when she had a break she could shoot
the camera crew. So, we made a good team.

FM: Was the Undersea Hunter a good home?
MC: For my money, the Undersea Hunter is one of
the best dive boats in operation today. The boat
and crew are exceptional because they really
understand what it takes to produce film projects
underwater.

Films Facts

We introduced Mark Conlin to our readers two
issues back with a stunning photographic portfolio
in our summer 2002 edition. We thought readers
might enjoy sharing some time with Mark again as
he recounts his beginnings as a photo pro and what
it's like to roam the South Pacific as Coral Reef
Adventure’s staff photographer. We caught up with
him just as he was leaving to film manatees in
Florida and corralled him for a quick interview.

and I think that comes across in the film. When
you swim over the same reef, day after day, you
begin to see the subtle changes and behaviors of
the reef's residents.

BEHIND THE SCENES WITH CRA

FM: Do you usually use open circuit or a
rebreather?
MC: The camera team I worked with was
responsible for reloading the IMAX camera
between scenes. Howard would give us a call on
the underwater com, and we would retrieve the
camera, hoist it onto the skiff, reload film and
change lenses if necessary and swim it back down
for another three minutes of filming. Open circuit is
much easier when there are lots of ups and downs.

Conlin improvising to
protect his cameras

Bob Cranston
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